
THE SECRET OF THE REPTILE 
HOUSE. 

A Smsitive S11ake in a Garde1t grew 
And the Keepers fed it (when no one k1uw} 
With ducks, amt mbiJits, attd gui11ea-pigs bright, 
Or a live yolllllf kid in the dead of night. 

But 11 rumour arose on that G-ardm fair 
Tllat a watchful eye was everywhere; 
So they made a slim reptilian plan 
To bagie tlte Huma~ifatian. 

(From a She/leyan jragHim!.) 

" CHRISTIANOS ad leones " was the cry of the heathen 
persecutors in ages long past, when the Christian 
martyrs were flung to the lions in the Roman amphi
theatre. Time has now had his revenges ; but I do 
not know that the new version of "Christianos ad 
leones," as daily exemplif1ed in the stream of visitors 
to the lion-houses at the Zoo, is altogether edifying. 
Indeed, it has sometimes occurred to me, when musing 
on that strange medley of thoughtless sight-seers, who 
derive an unaccountable pleasure from staring at the 
wretched life-prisoners in our great animal convict
station, that the irrational is not always confined to 
the inner side of the bars, and that there was some 
force in Thoreau's epigram that God made man "a 
little lower than the animals." 

It all depends on how we look at these things. At 
present, menageries are simply part of the whole system 
which regards " the animals " as mere goods and chat
tels-" stuff '' is the keepers' technical term for them
created for the use and amusement of mankind, with
out any definite claim, in return, to a free and healthy 
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existence. The Zoological Gardens are doubtle15s 
better than so~e other menageries ; but our whole 
method of treatmg animals is stupid and barbarous 
We ~ant a. more humane and intelligent appreciation 
of ammal hf~, and that .sense of kinship which would 
make us de~Irous of seemg our rudimentary brethren 
under happier and more natural conditions. Cellular 
confinement is an inhuman system for humans and 
non,-humans alike. It is a curious . fact, noticed by 
Mr. Thompson-Seton and other wnters, that the in
mates even of "travelling ~enageries" enjoy better 
~ealth t,?an t~ose ~o~fined. m stationary exhibitions 
hke the Zoo.. This IS at~nbuted to. the change of air 
and scene, which at least gives the pnsoners something 
new to see and to think about. Dr. W. B. Carpenter 
lo.ng ago remarked that the skeletons of the aged car
mvo~a are ,?fte~ good for. noth.ing, even as museum 
~pecimens, their bones bemg nckety and distorted." 
l.h~ case of the eagles and large falcons is still more 
piha!;>le, nor is the remedy easy to find, until we arP 
su~ciently humane a.nd sensible not to desire to im. 
pnson these citizens of the free realms of air. Did 
any hum~n being ever derive any benefit from seeing 
an eagle m a cage ? ""' 

And, after a~l. we ourselves pay the penalty for our 
lac~ of. humamty, by the loss of humour that accorn
pames It : for the bathos of the notices that meet us 
at every turn in . the Gardens is very depressing to 
those who are alive enough to feel it. The Bengal 

. *. I have sometimes been reminded, when ~eeing ~orne ~;on;p01;~s 
!JAsttoEr pass by the e~gles' eageR, of Christopher Smarfs pol'm, 

n agle Confined m a College Court": 

"What time by thee Scholastic Pride 
Takes his precise, pedantic stride, 

Nor on thy misery casts a care; 
The stream of love ne 'er from his heart 

Flows o?t to act fair. pity's part, 
But stmks and stagnates there." 
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Tigers' den labelled, "Beware of Pickpockets"! The 
Eagles' Aviaries labelled, "To the Refreshment 
Rooms"! Were ever such incongruous ideas set in 
such ludicrous proximity? There, disconsolate in 
durance vile, sits the fabled Bird of Jove, who bore off 
Ganymede to be the god's cup-bearer, while, within a 
few yards, the modern Ganymede is serving: out coffees 
and lemon-squashes, and enjoying (though perhaps he 
knows it not) the most complete vengeance on the 
great Raptor who enslaved him. 

When we are told, then, that a visit to the Zoological 
Gardens is "an education," the question arises-an 
education in what? A few generations ago it was the 
fashion to cage pauper lunatics where passers by could 
see them, and nurses would pleasantly take the children 
in their charge to have a peep at the maniacs! It 
may be that a future generation will equally marvel that 
the sight of caged animals could give any pleasure to 
our children, and our grown-up children, to whom the 
" Zoo" is now a paradise. 

It is to be feared that the Humanitarian League ts 
not regarded with favour by the officials of the Zoo
logical Society, for it is mainly owing to the League's 
activities that much public criticism has been directed 
to the Gardens during the past ten or twelve years. As 
long ago as I 895 we published a leaflet, " The Zoo
philist at the Zoo," in which attention was drawn to the 
urgent need of reform; and later, in 1901, we had the 
satisfaction of issuing as a Humanitarian League 
publication the very remarkable series of articles en
titled" The Old Zoo and the New," contributed to the 
Saturday Review by Mr. Edmund Selous. Since the. 
appearance of • that pamphlet, there has been a rapid 
growth of public opinion as to the cruelty of the pre
sent system of confining wild animals in small dens 
and cages, and considerable, though still quite inade
quate, reforms have been carried into effect. What is 
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really wanted, as Mr~ Selous has pointed out-if we 
~ust have these menageries at all--is a new and 
!~proved "Zoo," in another locality, on a less heavy 
sml and under less crass management than that of 
Regent's Park ; but it is to be feared that the pecuniary 
cost ~ust render t.his impossible, and that the only 
practicable course 1s to do the best we can with the 
exist.ing esta.blishment. And this brings us to our im
mediate subJect. Apart from the general objection to 
" Zoos," in London and elsewhere, there is one form of 
cruelty of so deliberate and horrible a character as to 
demand a special protest from humanitarians.t 

THE SKELETON IN THE CUPBOARD. 

For many years protests have been made from time 
to t.ime against the cruel custom prevalent at the Zoo
I?gical ~ardens, of feeding the caged serpents on 
hymg ammals, such as guinea pigs, rabbits, fowls, 
pigeons, and d;tcks. A~ long ago as I8Jo there ap
~ared a letter m the Ammal World urging very sen
si.b~y that "no new knowledge is taught by the exhi
bition of t~1e wretched victims waiting to be devoured," 
and that If the serpents cannot live on food already 
dead, " a stuffed snake is as good an illustration of its 
kind as our humanity ought to allow." 

The record of the Society in this matter has through
o~t been a bad one; for it was only owing to the 
v1gorou~ protest made by the Royal Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals in I 88 I that the 
public were ex~luded ~rom so demoralising a sight, 
aJ;Id the Zoological Society has not the least right to 
claim credit, as it now seems to do,+ for a change 

.+ ~he 7;oological Society:s Reptile House is especially dealt 
~vtth .m t~1s p~mphlet as bemg the most prominent institution of 
1ts k.md m thts country; but, of course, much of what is said 
a:ppltes equally to menageries in provincial towns. 

:): "We do not cater to the morbid taste," wrote Mr. V\T. E. de 
Wmton, Superintendent of the Gardens, March 4th, IgoJ. 
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which it adopted with great unwillingne~s at ~he time. 
Then, after making money out of the dtsgustmg prac
tice as long as it dared to do so, it went to the other 
extreme of excluding the public not only from the 
spectacle (which, of course, was proper), but from all 
knowledge of the facts, and for years t?ok refuge. ih 
the plea which is now known to be fallac10us, that hve 
food is. a "necessity" for snakes. 

The successive secretaries of the Zoological Society 
have never attempted to take a straight course in th.is 
matter. They have known they had a skeleton m 
their cupboard, and their one object has been to con
ceal it. For example, in a letter dated January 22nd, 
I903, Mr. W. L. Sclater gave an assur~nce that "the 
use of living animals as food for the m.mate~ of the 
society's reptile house is confined to cases m whtch such 
diet is a necessity "-that old s~ereotyped formula 
which has done duty for years. Dtd Mr. Sclater know 
that at least the larger serpents can be fed on de~d 
food? Did the present sec;retary, Dr. Chambers Mtt
chell, know it-until the Humanitarian League brought 
the facts unmistakably to his mind? I cannot say ; 
but it is certain that in the summer of 1903 Dr. Mtt
chell announced* that the Zoological Society was then 
carrying out the "suggestion" (apparently .a novelty 
to him) of feeding the reptiles on newly killed prey, 
and that it promised, except in very rare cases. and at 
long intervals, to be successful. Yet four years. later 
(May 10, I907) we find Dr. Mitchell, w~e.n .questtone~l. 
informing the Home Secret~ry that hvmg p,rey ts 
never given to serpents that will take dead prey. Ob
serve that loncr after the supposed adoption of the 
less barbarous"' system the only assurance which the 

* In the Morning Leader, July 3rd, 1903, in the report of an 
interview. In a letter of Dr. Mitchell's, a?dres<ed to a Fellow 
of the Zoological Society (May 15th, tgo3), 1t was stated that the 
reform was already being carried out. 
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secr~tary can give is the same old, vague, general, and 
evasive. formula which was given by his predecessor, 
almost m the same words, before the alleged reform 
was carried out I What atom of confidence can any 
sane person feel in such assurances as these, uttered 
as they are with parrot-like repetition by one official 
after an<?th~r, and with no other purpose than to lull 
the pubhc mto repose? The Zoological Society of 
Lond<;m stands convicted of one of two things-of 
gross Ignorance as to the feeding of snakes in captivity, 
or of equal_ly gross ca~lousne~s as to the sufferings of 
the more h1ghly orgamsed ammals on whom these dis
gusting reptiles were fed. 

DESCRIPTIONS BY EYE-WITNESSES. 

. But before we go furt~er, let ~e quote sOlne descrip
tiOns of the snake-feedmg published by eye-witnesses 
before the time when the public was excluded from 
the spectacle. The fust is taken from a matter-of-fact 
article on " The Commissariat of the Zoological Gar
dens," contributed by Mr.]. Lord, himself a Fellow of 
the Zoological Society, to the Leisure Hour in 1865: 

"It is not l?y any means a pleasant sight to witness the 
snakes at their meal, although, it is, we believe, requisite 
to suf;lply th.em with livi.ng victims. The big bull-frog 
demolishes h1s sparrow Without even an attempt to kill it: 
stretchinJJ open the portals leading to its huge swallow, 
the pantmg little bird is crammed into it with his great 
flabby feet, like the hands of a demon. The yellow snakes 
pick up the cowering sparrows from the ground, as they 
hang by their tails from the dead branches: twisting ·their 
lissom bodies round the bird, like a living corkscrew, they 
crack its every bone to atoms. In like manner the boas 
and pythons destroy the rabbits they so relish. The mice 
and guinea-pigs are given to the venomous serpents, :md 
rapidly die when punctured by the poisoned fang ..•. 
Sparrows cost 10d. per dozen, and are supplied by pro

. fessed. bird-catchers, ,who contract . for the regular monthly 
ration of twenty dozen. . The snakes get the larger share. 
The. boas generally demolish a goodly lot of p;geons and 
rabbits." 
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The second description is a far more vivid one, and 
was written by no less keen an observer than Charks 
Dickens. vVe quote from Forster's "Life of 
Dickens," vol. iii., p. 146: 

"I have been (by mere accidt;nt) seeing. the s~rpents ~eed. 
to-day, with the live birds, rabb1ts, an~ gumea-p1.gs-a s!ght· 
so very horrible that I cannot ~et ~Id. of the Impressi~>n, 
and am at this present moment Imagmmg serpents commg 
up the legs of the table, with their infernal flat heads and 
their tollgues like the Devil's tail elongated for dinner. I 
saw one small serpent, whose father was asleep, go up to 
a guinea-pig (white and yellow, and with a gentle .eye
every hair upon him erect with horror); corkscrew h1mself 
on the tip of his tail; open a mouth wluch couldn't have 
swallowed the guinea-pig's nose ; dilate a throat which 
wouldn't have made him a stocking; and show him what 
his father meant to do with him when he came out of that 
evil-looking Hookah into which he ~ad resolved himse}f . 
The guinea-pig backed against t~e s1de of the cage;-satd, 
'I kno111 it! I know it! '-and h1s eye glared and his coat 
turned wiry as he made the remark. Five small sparrows, 
crouching together i? a litt~e trench at .the back of the cage, 
peeped over the bnm of It all the time; and when they 
saw the guinea-pig give it up, and the you•1g serpent go 
away looking at him over two yards and a quarter of 
shoulder, struggled which shoulrl get into the innermo.st 
angle and be seized last. E\"ery one of them then h1d 
his eyes in l\pother's breast, and then they all shook .to
gether like dry leaves--as I dare say they may be ~omg 
now for old Hookah looked as dull as laudanum. Please 
to i:Uagine two small serpents, one beginning on t~e ta!l 
of a white mouse and one at the head, and each pulhng hts 
own way, and t\l~ mouse very ~uch alive all the time, with 
the middle of htm madly wnthu1;g" (I856).t 

t In view of Charles Dickens's testimony, and that of many 
other eye-witn~sses, it i~ amusing to find .the Sec~etary of the 
Zoological Soctety assertmg (London Magazme, Apnl, 1908) t~at 
the spectacle of snake·feeding is unsuit3;ble for the general pub~tc, 
"not because it is cruel, but becau~e tgnorant spectato~s thmk 
that it is cruel." Dickens was evtdently one of the Jgt;or.ant 
spectators. So, too, was Hood, whose accout;t of a s~mtlar 
scene ending with the words, «It was a sorry stght and stcken· 
ing,• may be read in Hood's Comic Amtual, t8JI. 
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Readers who desire to realise even more fully the 
horrible nature of the process of snake-feeding, when 
living victims. are sacriftced, are referred to a series 
of articles on " Serpents and Serpent-feeding" which 
appeared in the Animal W or/ d (the organ of the 
Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals) in April, May, June, and July, I88I, where 
extracts were printed from about fifty letters written 
by different eye-witnesses.· It will be remembered 
that at this time the feeding of the serpents was a 
public exhibition, so that no denial of what happens on 
such occasions was then possible ; though then, as 
now, it was of course stoutly denied by the officials of 
the Zoological Society that there was any " cruelty " 
in the practice. Here is a spectator's description of 
what the Society did not consider to be cruel : · 

. "The scenes with the larger reptiles were simnly dis
gu:;ting, and the cruelty revolting. In one case are con
fined two rat-snakes and two common pythons. In this case 
were put several frogs, two small rabbits, and two turtle
pigeons. The rat-snakes seized the frogs and afterwards 
the rabbits, and quickly despatched them. . One of the 
pythons, after some chase, caught one of the birds, and 
coiling around, slowly suffocated it, leaving the remaining 
python unfed and a pigeon for it ·to consume. The bird's 
wings and tail. were closely trimmed, and in consequence, 
combined with the most absolute terror, it could not 
cleverly evade. its enemy. The python dashed at the pigeo11 1 

the pigeon tried to escape, and the reptile took out of the 
bird. a full mouthful of feathers. The next essay resulted in 
the unfortunate ~:reature .losing part of its pinion, and it 
bled freely; the next trial, a wound in the side; the next 
and next, loss of more .feathers and more wounds. The 
siCkening sight lasted two hours; and when we .left, at 7 
p,m., the pigeon was still, up.dcrgoing this exquisite torture, 
without any signs of abatemeJJ.t. 

"In the next case, young rabbits were seized hy the small 
boa-constrictors, and the usual, crushing emued, and ·the 
sight was ·afforded of seeing the struggling, quivering, pal
pitatin!i creatures slowly squeezed in their le5-; vital parts 
and dytng an agonising death. Their cries were a.t time_s 
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piercing, and seeme:i to send a thrill· of horror through the 
whole assembly. 
. " In another case are three large pythons, one of which 

was hibernating and could not be roused. The other two 
were hungry and lively-so much so that when two full
grown ducks were put to them they both made a dash at 
one duck. The effect was that the most successful im
perfectly caught its prey, . and the duck suffered most 
acutely in consequence, as, while watching . its rival with 
jealousy, the captor seemed 10 disregard the speedy despatch 
o'f its victim. It had encircled it sufficiently- to detain it 
]Jainftilly, but not effectually to cause death, and the writh
ings and struggles of the poor bird were absolutely dread
ful. It seemed to be the very perfection of a slow and 
horribly cruel ~lcath. I carefully timed the time of dying, 
which was forty minutes, and the bird was certainly con
sCious all this time." 

Nor must it be supposed that this was a singular ex
perience, for letter after letter tells almost exactly the 
same story of hideous terror and prolonged' agony . 
We read of one guinea-pig whose cries were " simply 
sickening," causing men, women, and children to rush 
tb the spot; of another held in the coils of a serpent 
unbl the blood flowed from its mouth and its bowels 
were extruded; of a duck which; escaping for a time 
from a python, presented " a fearful spectacle of 
terror" as it" ran to and fro against the glass,·mutely 
appealing for help " ; of a rabbit seized by a snake not 
large enough to devour it, which necessitated its tem
porary liberation by a keeper after "a ·most horrible 
struggle"; and of mariy similar sights almost too ··e
volting for words. "Fxfty minutes" k again an:! 
again mentioned as .the time during which these horrors 
endured. It is stated by Mr. John Colam, the then 
secretary of the R.S.P.C.A., and writer of these 
articles, that "twice we have ourselves seen an almost 
swallowed ariimal vainly struggling to escape from ~he 
throat· of its tormentor; and four times have seen a 
p:ython torture ducks for more than forty minutes, 
:squeezing two of them by its cold-blooded, deliberate, 
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and slow process until extrusion of the intestines 
occurred." 

In vi~w of t~ese facts, it is perfectly useless for the 
Zoologtcal Soctety to pretend that snake-feeding is not 
a cruel process, for, thanks to its own cupidity i11 the 
past, we know from these unpublished accounts what 
h~ppens on such occa.sio1_1s, ·and ·what . prolonged and 
hideous tortures are mfhcted on their terrifted .·and 
sentient victims by these sluggish monsters. We 
c_h~llenge the Zoological Society to deny the authen
bcit.>: of these published accounts, or to prove that the 
feedmg of serpents on live animals is a less barbarous 
process now than it was in 1.881. 

Of the scene enacted when a live goat was given to 
the python _no full ?escription has been published, and 
the Zoological Society was not likely to give facilities. 
for the writing of one; but a correspondent of the 
Free La~tce (~eptemb~r 15th, 1~2) was able to give 
some suggestive particulars whtch he had obtained 
f~om an unwary keeper. Here is an extract from the 
dialogue: 

"How will the python kill this fellow?" 
"He'll get a coil round and squeeze him." 
"Is it a quick death? Do yisitors see th~se reptiles feed? •• 
"Not much. They wouldn't want to sec 'em feed twice. 

The python hasn't ~uch room to move about, so, perhaps, 
he o~ly gets one c01l round, and that grip forces out the 
c.ntratls and breaks the ~oat's ribs. Keepers have feelings 
hke ?thcr people, and '.f th~y see that the goat is being 
kep~ 1n torture, a man wlll gtvc the python a touch-up with 
an Iron bar. This irritates him, and he takes another 
turn."t 

Is it necessary to quote more ? Has not enough been 

:l: In an article entitl~d ."In the Reptile House" (Daily News. 
Novem~r xoth, xqo2), It 1s stated that the python's app<>tite is 

·:very vanable. "He has gone a whole year without food, while
m another year he has eaten ten goats, even one a week for a 
short time.'' 
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said to show that the Earl of Kilmorey was fully justi
fied in the protest made by him at the annual meeting 
of the R.S.P.C.A in 1903: "I think it is an utterly un
justifiable piece of cruelty that a creature like the boa
constrictor should be fed with a live sensitive goat." 
Can there really be any doubt on the point in the 
mind, we will not say ot an avowed humanitarian, but 
of any decent and civilised person? For we must 
remember that, though the public has been excluded 
from the spectacle since I 881, the practice Aself was, 
perhaps is, still carried on ; and we cannot sqppose 
that the sufferings of the victims have been any less 
acute, because they were only witnessed by the official 
eye. Former publicity has now been .succeeded by a 
secrecy which tried to keep the public wholly in the 
dark as to the facts ; and in such matters " out of 
sight" is too often "out of mind." 

REPTILIAN EXCUSES. 

Yet desperate attempts have been made-mostly, it 
is true, by interested parties-to justify this horrible 
practice. " Accidents will happen to men and other 
animals," wrote Mr. A D. Bartlett, late superintendent 
of the Gardens, in his "Wild Beasts at the Zoo." 
" We take our chance in the struggle for life. The 
serpent kills its prey, as a rule, quickly; and should it 
by accident fail to accomplish this act perfectly, who 
[sicl shall we dare to blame?'' The same writer stated, 
what we now know to be contrary to fact, "that ser
pents, as a rule, would die of starvation if deprived of 
live prey." 

Again, Mr. W. E. de Winton, another superinten~ 
dent, has written that "animals have absolutely no 
fear or repulsion of a snake." That may be true in 
some cases, but in view of the terrible descriptions 
Gf impartial eye~witnesses quoted above, what can be 
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the use.of making these general denials of what we all 
know to be a fact ? 
· Still more absurd is the plea advanced in certain 

quarters that the process being a " natural " one, based 
on a "divine " ordinance, it is " blasphemous " to de
scribe it as" repulsive." "We follow God's laws and 
ordinances, and they must be right," was the reply of 
a keeper, when asked by an indignant spectator why 
the snakes were thus fed ; and another " reptilian '' 
writer has urged that "to declare the use of live food 
to be cruel is to bring that charge not against Dr. 
Mitchell, but against the Designer of Nature Him
self."* Serpent-feeding at the Zoo is repulsive for 
this reason-that, so far from being a natural process, 
it is a highly artificial one. The pythons in their 
natural state are not the diseased and weaklv creatures 
that captivity often makes them, unable to kill their 
prey w1th dexterity; nor are they confined in a small 
den, with insufficient room to use their coils effec
tively; nor, again, do they· find domestic goats pro
vided for them without the necessity of bestirring 
themselves. What would be less "natural," for in
stance, than the state of the " superb reticulated 
python" which died in the Jardin des Plantes in 1902 
owing to his inability to take food? "He was offered 
the ·most various foods," said a writer in the Revue 
Sr:ientifique, "but all were obstinately refused. Sheep, 
rabbits, geese, ducks, and chickens, were in turn 
offered, but whilst at times he stifled them in his coils, 
he left them without touching them." And this is 
what our zoological friends condone as " a natural 
process." 
'* So we have it in the 11 Hymn of the Pio~s Reptil~-Keepers" 

'(1'lrt Humanitaria11, June, 1907) :-
11 Down pythons' throats we thrust live goats, 

Their natural food-oh, rather ! 
Then lift our eyes, and name the wise 

Beneficent All-Father." 
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LIVE FOOD NOT NECESSARY. 

'vVe hold, then, that there could be no adequate 
excuse for such hideous sacrifice of the higher life to 
these useless reptiles, even if it were a fact, as so 
<>ften asserted, that snakes will only feed on living 
IJrey. But it is not a fact. An agent of the 
R.S.P.C.A., who was sent to Paris in 1881 to test the 
experience of the managersof the Jardin des Plantes, 
learnt that the head-keeper "had since 1874 always 
fed t-he reptiles, and even the adders, with dead mice 
and rats, and had never experienced any difficulty or 
refusal on the part of the serpents in taking dead 
food" (Animal World, June, 1881). In 1903, by the 
courtesy of Mr. W. T. Hornaday, who, as director of 
the New York Zoolof$ical Park, speaks with peculiar 
authority, the Humamtarian League was able to pub
lish the following information : 

"All our larger snakes," s.1.ys Mr. Hornaday, "such as the 
p.ythons, boa-constrictprs, and anacondas, aTe fed with 
freshly-killed animals. We do not find it. at all nec.essa_ry 
to •offer them food nlive, as we find that 1f a snake 1s dis
posed to take food, i~ will acc~p~ a freshl):'-killed ~abbit or 
fowl even more readily than 1£ 1t were ahve. It IS neces
·sary, however, ~o introduce the food-anima.l with some skill 
and judgment m order that the serpent ~Ill be tempted to 
·seize it promptly and proceed to swallow 1t. As a. matter of 
fact, a serpent which. is disi!lclin~d to ~~t can often be 
teased with a .freshly-killed ammal mto selZlng and swallow
ing it, when the chances are that a living animal, turned 
loose in the cage, would be ignored. 
. "If those who doubt the possibilitie~ in ~eeding ~~ad 

a;nimals to serpents could see. the ~us~ness-hke preCJ.sJOn 
with which our keepets. of reptiles .distnJ:ute fres~ly-k!lled 
rats, mice, .fowls, rabbit~, . and gume~-p1gs, I th1~k they 
would agree with us that It 1s much eas1er to feed With dead 
animals than ,with living animals, even if there were no 
o!Jjection to the latter on the score of cruelt_r." * 

* As shewing the adaptability of some serpents,. see an inter· 
esting passage in a work entitled «The Tale of the Serpent,'.' by 
"Sundowner," where it is stated that the Papuan boa-constnctor 
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Again, as showing the absurdity of the pretence, 
kept up until quite recently by the Zoological Society 
of London, that it was necessary to give live kids to 
pythons, t I would draw attention to the following pas
sage which appeared a few months ago in the Journal 
of the Royal Microscopical Society:-

" W. Hartmann describes an astonishing sight which he 
saw in Hagenbeck's Zoological Garden. A specimen of 
Python reticulata, about 25 ft. in length, swallowed on June 
7th, 1906, a swan weighing 18 lbs., and two days later a 
roe buck of 67 lbs. Another swallowed within two days. two 
roebucks of 28 lbs. and 39 lbs., and soon thereafter a 
chamois of 71 lbs." 

Now, it is a curious fact that whereas the pythons 
belonging to the Zoological Society of London have 
until recently demanded the sacrifice of live goats, the 
large reptiles in the Hamburg menagerie have long 
exhibited this hearty appetite for dead food, for we 
have Carl Hagenbeck's authority for saying that they 
are fed solely on animals which have died in his gar
dens. Why is it that live prey has been necessary for 
pythons in London, when it was not necessary in. 
Hamburg and New York?:!: It is superfluous, how
ever, to labour this point . as to the possibility ?f: 
feeding the larger serpents on dead food, for, as wtll 
presently appear, it is now conceded by the Zoo
logical Society itself. 

PRINCIPLE VERSUS PRACTICE. 

It is instructive to note how rapidly the Zoological 
Society,· under the pressure of humanitarian agitation, 
has adopted practically a fruit diet in New Guinea, owing to
the difficulty of obt.ainmg animals. 

t In a letter, dated May 3oth, 1907• the Secretary of the Zoo• 
logical Society admitted to Mr. George Greenwood, M.I'., that 
two live kids had been given to the constrictors in the preceding 
year. 

:t Both Mr. W. T. Hornaday and Herr Hagenbeck hold that 
there are some serpents-the r:'-ttles_nakes, for inst~nce-:wh!ch 
need live food ; but even on th1s pomt some doubt 1s begmmng 
to be felt. 
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.awoke to the fact that, in theory at any rate; live food 
is not necessary for serpents. . When Mr. S~ephen 
Coleridge, at the annual meetmg of the Society m 
.April, 1907, presented to the Duke of .Bedford, .as Pre
.sident, an influentially signed memonal orgam~ed by 
the Humanitarian League, he was greeted With de
risive cries of " You'll never get snakes to touch dead 
food;" and all that Dr. Chalmers Mitchell could pro
mise was that "they might get at least o~e mo~~ snake 
to take. dead food than they had at present. But 
.mem~rial followed memorial, questions we.re as~ed in 
.Parliament, and there was wtdespread dtscuss1on m 
the Press with the result that, seven months later, 
when M; Rowland Hunt, M.P., again raised the 
subject at a meeting of the Zoological Society, Dr. 
Mitchell found it advisable to inform the Press that 
the use of live prey in the feeding of the snakes had 
b.._en discontinued. Thus the Morning Leader (Nov. 
22nd, 1907) announced that "the satisfactory sta~e
.ment was made to a Morning Leader represen~ative 
by Dr. P. Chalmers ~itc~ell th~t the practice of 
feeding the snakes with ltve ammals ha~ ceased 
eighteen months ago;" and both the M ormng Post 
:and the Daily Telegraph of the same date !e~orted 
Dr. Mitchell as saying that "in the vast maJonty of 

,cases, this [i.e., the use of dead food] had been suc
cessful and in the last eighteen months it had been 
-completely so." To show how entirely Dr. Mitchell's 
words were understood in this sense, let me quote 
also what was said by Country Life of Nov .. 3oth:-

"Dr. Chambers Mitchell and Mr. R. T. Pocock began a 
series of experiments, which finally enabled them to an-

. * See "The Hymn of the Pious Reptile Keepers,• in which 
,reference is made to Dr. Mitchell's delicious statement: 

"Our Boss, a solemn -vow he takes 
That nothing can be done more; 

Then winks: '·wen, yes, of all our snakes 
'Ve might convert just one morr.'" 
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nounce, at the last scientific meeting of the Society, that 
they had succeeded in feeding every snake in the Society's. 
collection on dead food. . . . Henceforth .no live prey will 
be ·used for this purpose at the Gardens." 

The Field,· also, of the same date, spoke of "the 
question of supplying snakes with dead food " as 
"satisfactorily solved," and added that this method 
was "not quite a novelty." No conversion, as far as. 
words go, could have been more complete. 

But in spite of these emphatic assurances, the 
Humanitarian League had equally emphatic informa
tion that the use of live animals in the feeding of the 
venomous snakes (as distinguished from the constric
tors) had not been discontinued. Mr. George Green
wood, M.P., who had put a question on the subject m 
the House of Commons in May, 1907, accordingly 
wrote to Dr. Chalmers Mitchell to ask whether he 
had been correctly reported in the papers of November 
22nd, and, if so, whether his statements referred to all 
the snakes, or only to the pythons and large snakes. 
Instead of replying to this most pertinent inquiry, Dr. 
Mitchell sent a long letter marked "private," and con
taining, in Mr. Greenwood's words, "allegations very 
offensive both to myself and others with whom I act.'' 
Now it is ·evident that if the venomous snakes are not 
to be included in Dr. Mitchell's assurance, the public, 
through the Press, has been very grossly deceived. 

It is noticeable, too, that subsequent statements· 
made by Dr. Mitchell by no means tally with the one 
communicated to the reporters. Thus, in an article 
on "The London Zoo" (London Magazine, April, 
rqo8) he remarked that during "six months, covering 
the summer of rgo;,'' he" found it unnecessary to give· 
living prey to any snake, venomous or other "-the 
"eighteen months," it will be observed, having here· 
dwindled to "six" ; and what is still more discon
certing, we read in his " Official Guide to the Gar-
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dens" (sixth edition, 1908) of the pythons and boas
serpents which can admittedly be fed on dead food
that "as far as possible these snakes are fed on 
freshly-killed animals." That is, we are back at the 
old evasive assurance given by Mr. Sclater five years 
earlier! . 

What then are we to believe of the present practtce 
of the Zoological Society in this respect? We need 
not say that we. should welcqme an~ cl~a~ assurance 
that the use of hve food has been dtscontmqed; but 
from the P.ersistent silence maintained by the Society, 
and the fact that the secrecy under which the feeding 
is carried on has of late been redoubled, we are com
pelled to draw less favourable conclusions. 

An amateur detective, who made a number of un
successful attempts to see the weekly feeding of the 
serpents once told me some entertaining stories of the 
precauti~ns taken by the officials of the "Zof:? '1 to 
prevent their secret bei!lg dis<;:overed. The thm.g ~s 
comical enough ; · yet, vtewe? Ifl: anoth~r aspect, tt IS 

rather pitiful that a great sCienttfic Society should .be 
reduced to a deliberate concealment of facts whtch 
it is its business to publish, and should breed. a sort of 
obscurantist mind which is the exact opposite of the 
scientific. It is not surprising that this zoo~ogi~al 
type should have been discussed by a humamtanan 
satirist in his lines " On an U nclassed Reptilian " :-

What worm is this of town or field, 
Dull tortuous man or serpent sly, 

Who, having· brain and tongue, doth yield 
To question straight no straight reply? 

Challenged, he can but hiss and crawl, 
A human reptile wrigglin~ low: 

Was it on such the curse d1d fall? 
"Upon thy belly shalt thou go." 

WHY NoT INSPECTION? 

One thing is certain-that the public has a right. 
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to ask the Zoological Society to submit its· Reptile 
House to some independent inspection. From state
ments published in the Press we gather that there ts 
some desire on the part of the Society to ask the 
Government to subsidise its work. It is to be hoped 
that, if such a proposal be made, no subsidy will be 
granted, unless under conditions which will render 
the Zoological Gardens liable to inspection by the 
representatives of some outside body such as the Royal 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. 
The Zoological Society appeals to the public for sup
port ; it has therefore no right to refuse, as at pre
sent, to give satisfactory guarantees that no cruelty 
is permitted on its grounds in the use of live animals 

. as food for serpents. It seems obvious that, in the 
'interests certainly of the animals and of the public
and, one would have thought, of the Society itself-
the proper course would be to place the Gardens under 
some efficient inspection. If slaughterhouses are 
liable to be inspected, why should menageries and 
reptile-houses be exempt? 

It would be much better to exhibit snakes and other 
reptiles as stuffed specimens-set in natural attitudes, 
instead of, as now, lying half hidden, and to all appear
ance inanimate, in the corner of a glass case-than to 
kill the higher and more sensitive mammals and birds 
on their behalf. It is utter nonsense to appeal to 
" nature " on such a question, because, as has been 
pointed out, the whole situation of caged animals is 
artificial and contrary to nature, nor is the practice 
of animals in a free wild state any guide whatever 
for human ethics. But in this, as in all other matters, 
there are degrees of right and wrong; and as it is cer-

. tainly much more barbarous to give a live animal than 
a dead one to a snake, humanitarians would accept as 
at least a temporary solution of the difficulty the rule 
that no live animal shall be given as food. 
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How strongly genuine naturalists feel on this sub
jest may be seen from the protest made by the Rev. 
F. 0. Morris (Animal World, June 1st, 1871) 
against feeding the seals at the Zoological Gardens 
on live fish-" an exhibition which is neither pleasing 
nor profitable." But if a repugnance is felt by .real 
lovers of nature to sacrificing even fish in such a 
manner, how much more should we shrink from the 
disgusting cruelty of inflicting such a aeath on the 
highly organised mammals and birds, even of the 
domestic order I A person who can deliberately order 
a goat to be given alive to a python is, in my opinion, 
guilty of as gross an offence as it is possible to commit 
(though it may not be a legal offence) in the way of 
cruelty ; for to subject a sensitive animal of the higher 
species to the horrible fate of being devoured by a 
sluggish reptile is a shocking breach of man's duty to 
his lower fellow-beings. We are not called upon to 
interfere with the natural working of natural laws, but 
we are bound not to do violence to our own instincts 
of humaneness. 

We are confident that, as the feeling of mankind 
toward the non-human races is educated and human
ised, there will be less and less desire to keep reptiles 
(or, indeed, any animals) in useless captivity for pur
poses of morbid exhibition ; but, pending that time, 
we would welcome a method of snake-feeding which 
is, at least, less sickening than that which the savauts 
of the Zoological Society are so reluctant to abandon. 

We shall continue to press this question until some 
intelligible answer is forthcoming. The " Zoo" is a 
place of amusement supported by the public, and the 
public has full right to know what goes on there, 
whether openly or behind the scenes. The secret of 
the reptile house will not continue to be a secret if any 
humanitarian activitv can expose it. 
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